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CEO Comments
Investors returned from a volatile August in a bullish mood and drove equities higher in
September, leaving global equities broadly flat for the third quarter.
In Europe, the European Central Bank responded to the weaker economic outlook by cutting
interest rates further into negative territory, restarting quantitative easing and committing to
continue with asset purchases. The ECB’s policy easing came against a backdrop of weakening
growth, with the business surveys for September painting a picture of an economy that continues
to slow, particularly in the manufacturing sector. Hence, we don’t believe a rate hike to be likely
in the near term.
In the US, the Federal Reserve cut interest rates in September to prolong the economic
expansion in the face of a slowdown. While the economy continued to add jobs, the pace of
growth of aggregate hours worked in the economy has slowed meaningfully. Consumer
confidence also declined from elevated levels.
China’s economy continued to slow, with industrial production growing at 4.4%, down from
around 7% at the start of 2018. However, with growth well above both the US and Europe.
Of course, the trade war also continued to play a prominent role in financial headlines. As things
currently stand, further tariffs are due to come into place by the end of the year unless talks
between the US and China make enough progress. As of now, the market seems to have faith in a
successful trade deal.
Overall, the global economy faces several binary risks. Will the trade war escalate once again?
Will there be a no-deal Brexit? Will the tension in the Middle East escalate and cause another
spike in the oil price? And will companies respond to slowing growth and profits by cutting
jobs? For now, we don’t know.
I’m happy to announce that we’ve recruited several new analysts, all of which are enrolled in a
master’s degree. We welcome Martin Svensson, Gustav Berneblad and David Johansson. I believe
all of them will provide valuable investment ideas and insights to advance HCM both as an
organization and in terms of return. We’re now looking forward to the third quarter results and
are eager to learn how our portfolio companies has been performing.

Erik Cassel
Chief Executive Officer – 2019-10-15
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Asset Manager's Comments
September delivered strong returns for equities around the world. The Swedish broad index
(OMXSGI) was up 2,91% versus our portfolio of equities which outperformed the index and
returned 3,25% during the month. Our Portfolio returned 0,61% which lagged our benchmark
with 0,17 percent points. The lag is attributable to the weak performance in alternative
investments which had a tough month falling 1,65%.
No changes were made during the month of September. The best performing stock (15,2%) was
SBB which moved list from Nasdaq First North to Nasdaq Stockholm during the month which
combined with new financial targets got the stock to new highs. Catella was the worstperforming stock of the month after a write-down of two credit portfolios of approx. 82m SEK
coming in the third quarter.
We don’t recognize this as a game-changer for the case as it is just a non-recurring write-down.
Also after the month ended Catella announced that they had divested a development project a
realized a net profit after tax of 170m SEK, which by far weights up the negative news in our
opinion.

Karl Norén
Asset Manager

2019-10-15
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